
 
 

 
 



 
 

 

How To Suffer Better 

In this one-woman comedic Tour de Farce, Amanda Erin Miller          

embodies six oddball contestants who struggle to suffer better: a          

novice stripper/novelist, rhythmic hobo/psychiatrist, mute lovelorn      

housemaid, sex-starved octogenarian, stressed clown massage      

therapist, and angsty Trump-hating teen. The audience votes for who          

suffers best! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 



 
 

Team Bios 

Amanda Erin Miller (Writer, Performer) is an NYC-based writer, character          
comedienne, and actor. She has toured several Fringes with her solo shows How To              
Suffer Better (Edinburgh Fringe, Pittsburgh Fringe – Best Actress Award Winner), Camp            
Smile Power: Curing Anger One Smile at a Time (PortFringe) and One Breath, Then              
Another: An Interactive Yoga Show (San Francisco Fringe, PortFringe, Rochester          
Fringe). Amanda has performed her solo shows and character acts throughout NYC:            
SOLOCOM for which she was featured in Time Out NY (The People’s Improv Theater),              
The Dream Up Festival (Theater For The New City), The Midtown International Theatre             
Festival (Jewel Box Theater), The Stagecraft Festival (Manhattan Repertory Theatre),          
The Upright Citzens Brigade Theatre, The Magnet Theater, Dixon Place, The Secret            
Theatre and The Tank, among others. She has also performed her work in New Orleans               
(Ugly Dog Saloon) and San Diego (School of Healing Arts). For over five years she has                
hosted the literary and music series, Lyrics, Lit & Liquor on New York’s Lower East               
Side at Bar 2A, HiFi Bar and Parkside Lounge. Her writing has appeared in The Rumpus,                
Freerange Nonfiction, Cratelit, Runaway Parade and more. In 2013, her memoir One            
Breath, Then Another was published on Lucid River Press. She studied sketch writing at              
The People’s Improv Theater and improvisation at The Upright Citizens Brigade Theatre.            
She holds an MFA in Creative Writing from The New School and a BFA in Acting from                 
NYU. 
 
Carol Lee Sirugo (Director) is a physical comedienne/clown, actor, writer, and           
improviser. She has toured the Canadian Fringe Festival Circuit many times with her             
new plays. In 2011 her dark-comedy, The Hysteric, was a BEST of FEST winner at the                
Winnipeg Fringe. In 2012, she brought back her critically-acclaimed comedy, This Town            
(Media Choice Award 2002, Saskatoon Fringe). Carol has appeared in many theater            
productions in NYC, most notably, 29th St. Rep.’s Off-Broadway hit High Priest of             
California, which received rave reviews in The New York Times, The New Yorker and              
Time Out. She has also performed in Pip’s Island (3-Legged Dog), Clown Play             
(FringeNYC), the Commedia dell’Arte play Rat Bastards (Dixon Place), the Panto play            
Dick Whittington (Dixon Place), Metro (Bushwick Star). She has performed solo and duo             
clown/physical comedy acts throughout NYC: the New York International Clown          
Festival (Brick Theater), NY Downtown Clown Revue (Dixon Place), Bindlestiff Open           
Stage Variety Show (Dixon Place, Galapagos), Move It! Festival (HERE Arts Center),            
Voice for Vision Festival (Theater for the New City), Laugh Out Loud Comedy Festival              
(Emerging Artists Theatre), Cirque-Off and the Comedy in Dance Festival (Triskelion           
Arts). She has studied clown with David Shiner, Kenny Raskin, Jango Edwards, Aitor             
Bausauri (of Spymonkey) and the New York Goofs. She has studied Commedia            
dell’Arte with Antonio Fava, and mime with Gregg Goldston. Carol has starred in the              
comedy indie feature film, Creating Karma and the Buster Keaton-esque comedy short            
The Ridiculous Romantic. Carol teaches Comic Gold clown workshops in NYC. 

 



 
 

Past Reviews 
 
How To Suffer Better, 2018 
Pittsburgh In The Round, Pittsburgh PA 

  

Amanda Miller’s How to Suffer Better was the        
second show of the night in the basement Lyceum,         
and it was the ringer of the evening. Miller channels          
and portrays a half dozen memorable characters       
going head to head in a competition on who can          
suffer better. The contest is inspired by a quote on a           
Snapple cap that triggers deep thoughts for Miller’s        
first madcap character, competition hostess and      
alcoholic bartender Celeste Schuman. Miller     
perfectly captures the sloppy drunk who thinks she’s        
holding it together thanks to silver kitten heels and         
day-old eyeliner that rims sunken eyes. All six        
characters are united by extraordinarily messy wigs,       
which just visually reinforces their inner chaos.       
Schuman is no exception. Her platinum blonde bob        
has a trio of bobby pins and a small binder clip to            
restrain it. Her opening act is both comedic and         
tragic as she attempts to represent female       
empowerment through a debased stripping routine. 

  
When one actor plays multiple characters, there’s       
typically at least one weak link. However, Miller        
nicely bucks that tradition as all six of her characters          
are fully fleshed out, although her four female        
characters play stronger than her two male ones.        
Miller paces the show extraordinarily well, having       
each character introduce the next for smooth       
transitions. She is able to convey a deep and varying          
range of suffering that creates an ebb and flow,         
inducing bubbles of laughter over an outlandish sex        
app for seniors as she channels 87-year old Edith         
Shlivovitz, edgy Jewish grandmother looking to get       
laid. It’s not all comedic as she also portrays the          
banal and painfully relatable suffering of endless       
customer service transfers as well as a soundless        
piece reminiscent of The Artist. Miller is memorable,        
leaving us wanting more of her characters and their         
stories as the show ends with an array of desecrated          
props strewn across the makeshift stage of linoleum        
flooring. Theatre at its best. 
 
-Tiffany Raymond 

  
 
 
  

 
How To Suffer Better, 2018 
Fringe Review, Pittsburgh PA 

  
Amanda Miller is a gem of a storyteller. I can’t          
quite express how impressive I found this       
tour-de-force performance of her    
multi-character, one-woman game show. From     
the moment Amanda dances onto the stage as        
our complicated, counting-down-the-minutes   
“recovering” alcoholic stripper master of     
ceremonies, she takes us on a journey through        
the complex, ugly, beautiful, painful, grotesque      
and intimately human lives of six contestants       
attempting to prove how they are the best        
sufferers. 

  
There is a saying that goes, “a great actor can          
save a mediocre play but a great play cannot         
save a mediocre actor.” I have seen a great deal          
of mediocrity saved by brilliant actors, making       
them entertaining but ultimately forgettable and      
this is where “How to Suffer Better” rises above         
the others, and stays with you. The premise of         
the show is simple, a misinterpreted read of a         
Snapple cap level bit of wisdom sparks a        
game-show where contestants make the case for       
themselves as the best examples of suffering       
and this platform for character study is what        
separates the good from the great. Amanda       
Miller’s depth in giving life to these characters,        
even those who have limited time on stage, live         
an entire story arc in front of us. Every character          
is fully realized, unique, haunting, and oddly       
relatable. We have all had the experience of        
frustration trying desperately to get through an       
endless, faceless bureaucracy of voicemail, or      
felt that tinge of self-effacing relief as we avoid         
eye contact with a homeless person yet       
Amanda’s cast aren’t accusatory or seeking      
blame so much as giving us a glimpse into the          
human thread which ties these stories together       
and connects us all. Even the littered stage,        
covered in the discarded detritus of our game        
show contestants serves as a physical      
manifestation of the messiness of life. 

  

 



 
 

How to Suffer Better could easily have been a         
show about larger-than-life kookie characters     
we felt free to laugh at, but instead, Amanda         
digs deep and gives us a cast of people we laugh           
with, cry for, and ultimately celebrate. If I had         
one criticism it would be that the show utilizes         
wigs which would better serve as lesser sketch        
comedy, and they seem inferior to the material        
and the level of artistry, nuance, and care        
exhibited in every other aspect of the show. It is          
a minor critique but I mention it because this is          
a piece which appeals to a broader audience.        
From the description I expected to laugh and be         
entertained but I had no idea how moving I         
would find our sufferers, or how hard it would         
be to choose a winner. The real winner in this          
show was this audience member, who felt a        
little more satisfied in my own place in the         
world, and a little more prepared to suffer better. 

  
-Heather Bagnall 

  
How To Suffer Better, 2017 
Arts Fringes, Edinburgh SCT 
★★★★ 
 
Anarchic character comedy 
 
The multitalented Manhattanite Amanda Erin     
Miller (actress, writer, yoga instructor, massage      
therapist and now comedian) dons a series of        
wigs and costumes from a cardboard box in the         
centre of the stage and plays a variety of         
characters throughout the show. Each of them is        
performed in a manic, anarchically over-the-top      
manner with a good deal of audience interaction        
(thankfully, not of the “picking on people”       
variety). 

  
Much of the comedy comes from absurd       
running jokes - for example, a clown who tries         
in vain to chase up a medical certificate while         
being passed from pillar to post through an        
endless string of bureaucrats on the end of a         
phone line. Other moments come from      
physical/slapstick humour, including a silent     
maid who dances with her broom, and a rather         
hopeless drunk striptease artist (she does it for        
empowerment). 

The best of the sketches here features a        
character called Edith Shlivovitz, an elderly      
lady bedeviled with the issue that her dates        
(being no spring chickens themselves) keep      
dying on her. She comes up with a radical         
solution: a Tinder-style dating app with one       
crucial difference (watch the show to find out).        
Another involving an adolescent called Kevin,      
who throws a rock at Donald Trump and gets         
sent to “Camp Smile” - where he takes part in a           
series of artistic pursuits to manage his anger        
issues - comes close. However, even though the        
other material doesn’t always reach the same       
heights, Amanda plays it with such fast-paced       
insane excess that it never feels like it is         
flagging. 

  
Ludicrous comic talent 
 
She has a genuine, if not exactly subtle, comic         
flair. There’s an overriding theme of finding fun        
in suffering - be it alcoholism, homelessness,       
old age, loneliness, bureaucracy and anger - and        
her crazy style makes it a successful mission by         
blowing everything up to ludicrous proportions.      
“How to Suffer Better” is one of those examples         
of a free Fringe show that’s actually better than         
many which charge the price of a ticket        
up-front. 

  
-Evan Popplestone 

  
  
  

 

 

 

 



 
 

Press Photos 

  

   

                  

Click HERE for Hi-Res Downloads 

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/19flU74nKwzGR7yXMk02lTgyoGNz7X3zs?ogsrc=32


 
 

Media Contact 

Amanda Erin Miller 

917-859-6510 

Amandaerin25@gmail.com 

Facebook 

Twitter 

Teaser Video 

www.howtosufferbetter.com  
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